
C U S T O M  P L A N S

With your inspiration and our expertise, we will create a truly 
unique residence that you will be proud to call home. 

We start with a clean slate, no cookie cutter templates, no 
cutting corners. That is not acceptable at Anchor Builders.

The initial design meetings are the most important in the 
entire build process and our Architectural Designer and 
Roy are there every step of the way... This is where the 
excitement really begins!    

You will see your vision take shape as we develop your dream 
home, keeping the lines of communication open to make sure 
every detail, every nuance, is executed to your complete 
satisfaction.

Ideas come from many places… your camera, a magazine, 
the internet, and your imagination.  

The following pages show the variety of custom plans we have 
created with the inspiration of our diverse clientele.

WE MAKE YOUR HOME A TRUE 
CUSTOM HOME



C U S T O M  P L A N S  /  2 8 0 0 - 3 5 0 0 S F

As a long time admirer of Anchor, this client was ecstatic 
when we were able to meet their budget for their first new 
home. They gave us a number of ideas to incorporate into 
their home, including a flexible bonus room.

Important to this owner was size and function; not too big, 
not too small. The dining area was specifically designed for 
an inherited dining collection. Cozy and comfortable was our 
design goal.

 Homesite width 
restrictions made this 
a bit of a challenge. The 
owner got just what they 
wanted including a Bonus 
Room that could flex into a 
4th bedroom.  The long pool 
created a fabulous view.



C U S T O M  P L A N S  /  3 5 0 1 - 4 0 0 0 S F

Two requests that were very important were the chil-
dren's playroom and the VIP suite. Friends and family 
could stay in the VIP suite separate from the main 
house and the kids got their own space as well.

This owner had amassed collectibles from around the world 
requiring a massive amount of uninterrupted wall space to 
accommodate oversized artwork. Accomplished while saving 
the beautiful views.

An innovation that makes perfect sense for today's 'empty-
nester' owner is the laundry relocated to the Owners wing 
of the home. A formal dining room and a dedicated exercise 
room were owner requests. 



C U S T O M  P L A N S  /  4 0 0 1 - 4 5 0 0 S F

Our true custom design expertise allowed us to serve 
the special requests of this owner.  A prep kitchen was 
incorporated for the purpose of making chocolates.  
The multiple use Den met their needs as well.

A custom design with the owner's fingerprints all over it.  
Not being big fans of outdoor entertainment, they used 
that space on the interior, providing a unique gallery and 
second leisure space for the kids.

In this case, the owners brought us ideas from a 
plan found in the high desert of California!  We were 
able to capture the intent of the original courtyard 
hacienda concept while adding the Florida flair.



C U S T O M  P L A N S  /  4 5 0 1 - 5 0 0 0 S F

Rare but not extinct is the request for formal living 
and dining rooms.  The leisure room is situated to-
wards the rear of the home.  Four ensuite bedrooms 
plus a bonus room gives room to roam.

Working with a huge 'pie-shaped' homesite allowed us to design 
to the spectacular lake views from virtually every room.  The 
'special spaces' built into the design make this home a uniquely 
one-of-a-kind custom.

Set in open wooded acreage,  all the added glass 
openings give this home a window on nature in all 
directions.  Dramatic ceiling effects add to the 
excitement of the design. A separate casita is a 
key point.



C U S T O M  P L A N S  /  5 0 0 1 - 6 0 0 0 S F

A family plan that centers around the children. They 
even have their own leisure room!  The huge game 
room will serve them well far into the future with all 
the advancements in entertaining coming up.

A spacious design with lots of owner influence.  Our challenge 
was to fit everything on one floor on an irregular shaped site.  
Mom's requests included a walk-thru pantry and her own 
hobby room with kiln.

Entertaining is the name of the game for this couple.  
The oversized bonus room allows for a full-size pool 
table.  There are a separate exercise room and three 
ensuite bedrooms situated in a separate wing.



C U S T O M  P L A N S  /  6 0 0 0 + S F

Experienced owners with several personal builds 
in their past knew exactly what they wanted.  
Listening intently we were able to capture every 
nuance they wanted. This is a two-story home.

This couple knew they needed a big home for visiting 
family.  Special areas to this couple are the music 
room, separate dining room, and an el fresco dining 
cabana. The owner's suite is secluded from guests.

Another formal living and dining room plan.  The Owners bath features 
separate personal areas.  Important to the owners was a dedicated 
music room.  The ensuite at the rear of the home serves them well.


